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In recent years, with the popularization of computer and information network technology, the core business of more and more
industries has basically realized informatization o�ce. Although the informatization o�ce has brought a lot of convenience to
people, the increasingly complex informatization infrastructure equipment has also buried many hidden dangers for people. More
and more security incidents are caused by unfamiliarity with these infrastructures. How to use the information infrastructure
correctly has become a problem considered bymore andmore enterprise information security departments, and the position of IT
operation and maintenance is born to solve this hidden danger.  e IT (Internet Technology) operation and maintenance
personnel of each enterprise formulate a set of operational risk quantitative assessment models for the enterprise based on the
internal information infrastructure equipment of the enterprise so that the enterprise sta� can use these infrastructure equipment
e�ciently and safely.  is paper focused on the quantitative assessment model of IT operation and maintenance operation risk
constructed by the digital twin model.  e quantitative assessment model of IT operation and maintenance operation risk
constructed by the digital twin model was compared with the quantitative assessment model of IT operation and maintenance
operation risk constructed by other traditional models.  e comparison results showed that the output results of the evaluation
model constructed by the digital twin model were closer to the actual results, and the accuracy rate was 35.9% higher than that of
the previous operational risk assessment model.

1. Introduction

IT operation and maintenance can be said to be one of the
hottest jobs in the IT industry today. With the continuous
popularization and improvement of information construc-
tion, all walks of life are basically using IT-related equipment
such as computers and other tools for o�ce work. Some
large enterprises even need to set up a management and
o�ce system belonging to their own company, which covers
a series of large-scale equipment such as company system
network, company system management equipment, and
company website.  erefore, IT operation and maintenance
are indispensable in any enterprise. It is almost an un-
stoppable trend to apply the digital twin model with higher
prediction accuracy to the daily risk assessment of IT

operation and maintenance.  e quantitative assessment
model of IToperation andmaintenance operation risk based
on the digital twin model would bring better work conve-
nience for IT operation and maintenance workers. For ex-
ample, the higher accuracy of the digital twin model can
make the prediction of risk events more accurate, thereby
protecting the safety of grassroots workers and so on.

 e digital twin model was �rst applied by National
Aeronautics and Space Administration in space exploration
missions in 1960, which can be said to have made great
contributions to the early space exploration missions. With
the continuous development of the technology of the digital
twin model, its di�culty is also reduced, which has been
studied by many companies. Stark et al. connected and
extended the digital twin model with new data strings of
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product and service operations, which made the digital twin
model change the traditional model of product development
[1]. Uhlemann et al. used the accuracy of the prediction
results of the digital twin model to apply it in the production
system to display various key data in data production in real
time [2]. Based on the digital twin model, Li et al. built a
general diagnostic model for aircraft wings, which can di-
agnose and handle various types of discrete and continuous
variables of distribution, as well as nonlinear relationships
between nodes [3]. Wang et al. combined 3D GIS (geo-
graphic information system) technology with a digital twin
model to build a digital twin system of road traffic, which
promoted the development of China’s traffic highways [4].
Schleich et al. proposed a comprehensive reference system
for the shape of skin models constructed from digital twins,
which bridged the gap between real-world manufacturing
and kept it as low as possible [5]. Tao and Zhang discussed a
new concept of real-time digital twin workshop (DTS) based
on the digital twin model, including four components:
physical workshop, virtual workshop, workshop service
system, and workshop digital twin data, which catered to the
urgent needs of smart manufacturing [6]. Zhang et al.
proposed a scheme for rapid and personalized production
and design of insulating glass production lines based on the
digital twin model, which combined physical system
modeling and process data for coengineering analysis by
production personnel [7]. )e theory of the current digital
twin model is very mature, but due to its high requirements
on machine computing power, it cannot be widely used in
various fields.

With the continuous advancement of risk quantification
techniques in recent years, it is no longer very difficult to
predict the range of possible outcomes of an event or be-
havior. Risk quantification is the evaluation of the range of
possible outcomes of the overall project by estimating the
interaction of two or more different risks. )e core content
of risk quantification is to first determine which practices
need to be carried out and which corresponding counter-
measures need to be developed. In order to deal with a large
number of correlated lane-specific traffic variables, Xu et al.
studied the impact of different traffic flow conditions on
collision casualties for different collision types by utilizing
high-resolution traffic data. He also developed a four-stage
random parameter sequential logistic regression model [8].
In order to reduce the risk of mine closure due to negative
social and environmental impacts, Cui et al. proposed a new
risk assessment method based on a cloud model for the
ambiguity and randomness of qualitative and quantitative
knowledge transfer in the process of quantitative risk as-
sessment. )is provided an operational guideline for ef-
fectively reducing the negative impacts of closed mines [9].
Akinrolabu et al. studied security and privacy issues in the
widespread adoption of cloud computing services and
presented the Cloud Supply Chain Cyber Risk Assessment
Model (CSCCRA). )is model is a quantitative risk as-
sessment model that effectively facilitates cost-effective risk
mitigation [10]. In order to cope with the situation that the
island state detection device cannot operate in time after the
photovoltaic power station is put into operation in an island,

Zhao et al. established an electromagnetic transient model of
the photovoltaic power station. )e theoretical analysis
conclusion was verified by simulation, which provided a
theoretical basis for stability risk assessment [11]. In order to
study the influence of sewage to affect waters, Crank et al.
conducted a quantitative microbial risk assessment and
developed a risk quantitative model that linked the risk of
CRASSPHAGE and PMMOVABUNDACE and the risk of
swimmers in the purposes [12]. Papazoglou et al. proposed a
model that quantifies the risk of workers exposed to a single
hazard. )e model can link working conditions and worker
behavior to the likelihood that an accident would lead to one
of three outcomes to reduce the likelihood of an accident
occurring [13]. Wang et al. took the many risk factors faced
by Chinese coal-to-formaldehyde enterprises as an example.
In order to reduce the uncertainty in its risk assessment
process, risk quantification and the cloud model (CM) were
used to improve the quantitative risk assessment of the
original processing industry so that the risk quantification
model would be more accurate and effective [14]. However,
the calculation of risk quantification technology is still very
complicated, so it cannot be widely used in all walks of life.

)is paper discussed and studied the possibility of the
quantitative assessment model of IT operation and main-
tenance operation risk based on the digital twin model in
actual IT operation and maintenance work. According to
surveys, experiments, and other methods, the improvement
degree of the digital twin model for the quantitative as-
sessment of IT operation and maintenance operational risks
was obtained. In addition, this paper also initially con-
structed a simple quantitative assessment model of IT op-
eration and maintenance operation risk based on the digital
twin model. )is can not only provide an idea for the
subsequent application of the digital twin model but also
provide convenience for a large number of IToperation and
maintenance workers, saving some time. At the same time, it
greatly improved the safety of staff in other departments of
the enterprise when they use the information equipment to
work and also improved the operation efficiency of the
enterprise.

2. Digital Twin Technology

Digital twin technology is the comprehensive use of in-
formation technologies such as perception, calculation,
modeling, and the description and prediction of physical
entities through the definition of software so as to realize the
mapping and interaction between real space and virtual
space [15]. )at is to say, some real-life problems or physical
entities are virtualized through computer technology and
put into virtual space for operation simulation to achieve
some high-demand purposes.

In order to understand the digital twin technology, it is
first necessary to learn the digital twin ecological structure
[16]. )e first is the digital twin layer, which includes four
layers: physical layer, data layer, model layer, and functional
layer. )e physical layer covers various entities in the real
world as a foundation; the data layer, as a key layer, covers
work tasks such as data collection, data processing, and data
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analysis; the model layer, as the core layer, mainly covers
visualization models, algorithm models, and data model
software; the final functional layer, as the target layer, mainly
performs tasks such as description, diagnosis, prediction,
and decision-making. )e distribution map of the digital
twin circle is shown in Figure 1.

)e second thing to understand is the technical elements
of digital twins, which mainly include two spaces and three
key technologies. )e two spaces refer to real space and
virtual space. Real-world data can be mapped into virtual
space, and strategies and results in virtual space can be fed
back into real space. )e information exchange between the
two is real-time. )e three key technologies mainly include
data, models, and software. )ere are certain requirements
for the three. For example, real-time and dynamic data,
accurate models, and software adapted to current hardware
are required. )e entire digital twin technology is processed
and analyzed around this data; the model is required to cover
the visualization model and data model (algorithm model)
[17].

Digital twin technology can be used in every industry.
However, since the construction of digital twin technology
requires huge resources and data for modeling, it is currently
only used in large enterprises or some special industries,
such as large-scale construction projects, projects with
relatively high total value, large-scale civil equipment such as
electricity, and so on. However, as China’s asset-intensive
industries continue to undergo digital transformation and
disruptive changes in traditional operation methods, more
and more companies need to standardize and systematically
manage assets, equipment, and processes. Digital twin
technology can facilitate this normalization process, so
digital twin technology would definitely be used by every
industry in the future.

3. Quantitative Assessment Model of IT
Operation and Maintenance Operation Risk

After a period of development, IT operation and mainte-
nance have now entered a relatively stable stage, and its work
content has also been carefully divided into multiple con-
tents. Common daily work contents of IT operation and
maintenance include ant patrol in hardware form, HP
Operations Orchestration in software, IBM Tivoli, and
others. )e hardware form is mainly the daily operation and
management within the ITdepartment [18].)e quantitative
assessment model of IT operation and maintenance oper-
ation risk firstly supervises the operation status of network
equipment, server equipment, and operating system under
the jurisdiction; the second is the management of various
application support software such as databases and other
services; the next is data storage, backup, and data recovery
after data loss; finally, it is to manage the resources of each IT
system in the enterprise, including the management of
physical entities or logic and the convenient management of
enterprise information security. )e other parts are re-
sponsible for the update iteration of the operation and
maintenance software.

)e power grid company’s operation and maintenance
supervision system (IMS) is used as an example to com-
prehensively analyze the possible risk factors in its IT op-
eration and maintenance operations and to evaluate the
security of the system on this basis after the results are
obtained. First of all, the operation and maintenance su-
pervision system of the power grid company is divided into
one management system and four subsystems. )e man-
agement system mainly conducts centralized monitoring of
various equipment and systems, while the subsystems (IT
system monitoring management, IT service management,
security management, and desktop management) mainly
conduct detailed monitoring of each management task. )is
plays an important role in the streamlined and standardized
management of the power grid IT system and at the same
time provides a solid foundation for the system’s update and
iteration. )e operation and maintenance supervision sys-
tem (IMS) of the power grid company is shown in Figure 2
[19].

)e next step is to analyze the security risks of the power
grid company’s operation and maintenance operations. )e
company manages the company’s operation and mainte-
nance supervision system based on the ITSM system of ITIL/
ISO 20000. ISO/IEC20000 is derived from the BS15000
standard. BS15000 is a standard developed by the British
Standards Institute for IT service management, which first
started in 1995. After several revisions, it became the
ISO20000 information technology service management
standard consisting of two parts and is widely accepted by IT
service management. Its flow chart is shown in Figure 3.
After researching and analyzing this flow chart, it is not
difficult to see that there are security risks in incident
management, problem management, change management,
and configuration management. )ese four processes all
have steps that must be manually operated. )erefore, how
to simplify the risk prompt of IToperation and maintenance
to facilitate the understanding of specific operators is a
problem that must be solved first in the application of IT
operation and maintenance [20, 21].

With the continuous development and progress of all
walks of life in society, some hidden dangers in the process of
industry development have also been exposed. How to ef-
fectively prevent these hidden dangers from happening
again or prevent them from causing bigger mistakes is also
being considered by more people. )e risk quantitative
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the distribution of digital twin
circles.
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assessmentmodel is one of themainmeans to reduce or even
solve such problems. )e purpose of assessing risk is not to
determine expected gains or expected losses but to grasp the

ratio of the two. )is estimated gain-to-loss ratio should
exist in each alternative in this way to minimize the
probability of security incidents [22, 23].
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the operation and maintenance supervision system of the power grid company.
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4. Algorithm Evaluation of the Risk
Quantitative Assessment Model

China’s quantitative risk assessment models mainly include
VaR (value at risk), KMV, CreditMetrics, error back
propagation algorithm, multivariate linear judgment
Z-score model, and so on.

Firstly, the VaR algorithm is analyzed. )e core idea of
the VaR algorithm is to calculate the maximum possible
loss of an enterprise’s financial industry under normal
market fluctuations [24]. Although VaR’s prediction of
losses is relatively accurate, there are still some problems:
the VaR model is established under the guidance of eco-
nomic theory, but economic theory does not clarify the
dynamic relationship between variables. P represents the
probability that the asset loss is less than the upper limit of
possible losses, and ∆P represents the degree of value loss of
an enterprise in a certain holding period; VaR represents
the value at risk at a given confidence level a, then its core
formula can be written as

P(∆P∆t≤VaR) � a. (1)

First of all, VaR can simply and clearly express the size of
market risk, and beginners can judge the financial risk of
enterprises through the calculation of VaR. Secondly, the
algorithm can estimate the risk before the event occurs for
the enterprise’s reference. Finally, the VaR algorithm can
calculate the risk of a portfolio composed of a combination
of financial instruments, instead of only calculating the risk
of a single financial instrument or product. )e VaR algo-
rithm can also calculate the price risk coefficient of the
product.

V � Max VaRmax, 5%{ }. (2)

R is the rate of return, and P is the closing price; t is the time,
and a is the 1-confidence level. )e formula for calculating
the risk of futures trading using the VaR algorithm can be
obtained as follows:

VaR � μ − Zaσ. (3)

Next is the KMV algorithm model, which is mainly used
to calculate the probability of default for short-term events.
)e KMV algorithm is sufficiently forward-looking com-
pared with other algorithms, but its key default database is
missing in China. )erefore, there are limited reference data
in China, which leads to limited accuracy.

E0 � V0N d1(  − De
− rt

N d2( . (4)

)e formula for calculating the probability of default of a
company is

B0 � Ke
− rt

− put � V0N −d1(  + De
− rt

N d2( . (5)

In formula (5), V0 represents the value of an underlying
stock, and D represents the face value of debt. Its value with
or without risk is calculated as follows:

dVt

Vt

� μ dt + σvdZt, (6)

Vt � V0 exp μ −
σ2V
2

 t + σ
�
t

√
ε , (7)

PDr � P Vt <D(  � P ε< −
ln V0/D + μ − σ2V/2 T 

σV

��
T

√⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

� θ −d2( .

(8)

According to the KMV algorithm, formulas (7) and (8)
can be derived from formula (6), and then the probability of
default PD under the risk neutrality of the enterprise can be
calculated. )e calculation of d2 is shown in the following
formula :

d2 �
ln V0/D + μ − σ2V/2 T 

σV

��
T

√ . (9)

)e KMV algorithm can also calculate the default
implementation point PD of the company from the com-
pany’s debt situation.

PD � N(−DD). (10)

Although the CreditMetrics algorithm is also calculated
based on the VaR algorithm, its solution idea is different
from the VaR algorithm.)e CreditMetrics algorithm has its
own set of methods to obtain the distribution law of
portfolio value risk.

V � C1 +
C2

1 + r2( 
+ . . . +

Cn + F

1 + rn( 
n− 1 . (11)

Among them, Cn represents the inflow interest in year n and
so on. F represents the principal, and rn represents the
forward interest rate in the nth year, then its market value
can be calculated by formula (11).

Vi � C +
C

1 + ri2( 
+ . . . +

C + F

1 + rin( 
, i � 1, 2, . . . , 7. (12)

Formula (12) is used to calculate the market value at the
end of the period corresponding to the credit rating at the
end of the period.

V8 � F × M. (13)

)e risky market value of credit assets is calculated by
formula (13), where M represents the default recovery rate.


Vj <V

P V � VJ  � 1 − P.
(14)

)e confidence level P can be calculated by combining
formulas (12) and (13).

Next, the error back propagation algorithm is intro-
duced. )e error back propagation algorithm realizes the
linear classification problem through a single perceptron or a
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single-layer neural network and can solve the nonlinear
classification problem through a multilayer neural network.
)e weight of each connection and the threshold of each
neuron are calculated by the model parameters in the neural
network. )e main advantage is that the algorithm has
certain generalization and generalization capabilities, and
the disadvantage is that the algorithm has a slow learning
speed, and the possibility of network training failure is high.
Its main formulas such as formulas (15) and (16) are as
follows:

W
(k+1)

� W
(k)

− α
σLoss(W, B)

σW
, (15)

B
(k+1)

� B
(k)

− α
σLoss(W, B)

σW
. (16)

First, the activation functions of the hidden layer and the
output layer are operated using the sigmoid function, and
the input value accepted by the neurons of the hidden layer is
X.

Zh � WhX + bh. (17)

Second, a linear transformation is performed, and the
obtained result is used as the input of the activation function
to generate the result of the hidden layer.

yh �
1

1 + e
−h

. (18)

)en, the output of the hidden layer accepted by the
output layer neuron is used as the input of the next point,
which is linearly transformed again.

Z0 � W0Vh + b0. (19)

Finally, the output of formula (19) is used as the input
data of the activation function of the next node to generate
the final output result.

y0 �
1

1 + e
− z . (20)

)e above are several algorithms commonly used in risk
quantitative assessment models. )e rest of the regression
models such as the multivariate linear judgment Z-score
model are not used in this article, so they would not be
introduced.

5. Experiment on the Quantitative Assessment
Model of IT Operation and Maintenance
Operation Risk Based on Digital Twin

In order to test whether the accuracy of the quantitative
assessment model of IT operation and maintenance oper-
ation risk based on the digital twin model has been greatly
improved compared with the traditional one, this paper
investigated the output results of some enterprises in various
countries using the previous quantitative assessment model
of IT operation and maintenance operation risk. )e same
data were input into the quantitative assessment model of IT
operation and maintenance operation risk based on the

digital twin model for calculation, and the result was output.
)e results output by the two models were compared with
the real results. )e margins of error were analyzed and
compared, and the data were tabulated, which is easier to see
the specific effect of model optimization.

Most IT operation and maintenance operations consist
of a set of activities with strong logical relationships, which
can be based on the content of the operation and the
characteristics of the activities. It is divided into different
phases or steps, each of which may contain one or more
operations. Generally speaking, a complete operation pro-
cess needs to be prepared in advance and the prediction of
possible risks. After the operation is completed, the effect of
the operation needs to be checked to see whether it has
achieved the expected goal of the operation. Finally, the
operation is recorded and archived. )e IT operation and
maintenance industry has been developing rapidly in recent
years with the continuous popularization of global infor-
mation technology. )e global market size of IT operation
and maintenance in recent years is shown in Figure 4.

With the development of Chinese enterprises, China’s IT
operation and maintenance market has also grown steadily
in recent years. )e proportion of monitoring analysis,
delivery automation, standardized management, and other
categories has steadily increased. In recent years, enterprises
have also gotten rid of the dependence on the quantitative
assessment model of IT operation and maintenance oper-
ation risk in other countries, such as ITOM, ITOA, and
Docker, and other countries’ IT operation and maintenance
operation risk quantitative assessment software. )rough
continuous updating and iteration of the quantitative as-
sessment model of IT operation and maintenance operation
risk established according to the characteristics of the en-
terprise itself and development planning goals, the enter-
prise operation and maintenance process is optimized. )e
IToperation steps of the enterprise are standardized, and the
process efficiency of IT operation and maintenance opera-
tions to the grassroots level is improved; the time from the
calculation of specific results in the risk quantitative as-
sessment model to the implementation of the enterprise is
shortened, and the proportion of manual intervention is
reduced. Its growth trend is shown in Figure 5.

)e quantitative assessment model of IT operation and
maintenance operation risk optimized based on the digital
twinmodel can not only help China to rapidly develop the IT
operation and maintenance industry but also quickly seize
the international market with its high calculation accuracy.
)e calculationmethod of risk quantitative assessment is still
relatively subjective. Its prediction accuracy is very insuf-
ficient, and the digital twin model builds the same physical
scene in the virtual world of the computer. By using the
powerful computing power of the computer to perform
simulation calculations again and again, the calculation
results obtained are not only close to reality but also faster
than traditional risk quantification models. In order to make
the risk assessment probability as accurate as possible, the
enterprise can also integrate the security event management
in the enterprise and the statistical information of the past IT
operation and maintenance operation accidents so as to
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establish a larger virtual model of the enterprise itself for all-
round simulation. )is ensures the security of enterprise IT
operations.

Based on the comparison of the actual operation results
of the existing quantitative assessment model of IToperation
and maintenance operation risk in China and the quanti-
tative assessment model of IT operation and maintenance
operation risk based on the digital twinmodel and the results
of handling several common problems in the current IT
operation and maintenance industry, it can be concluded
that the digital twin model-based IT operation and main-
tenance operational risk quantitative assessment model is
superior to the previous accuracy rate, as shown in Figure 6.

According to the results of the appeal comparison ex-
periment combined with the formula of the quantitative risk
assessment model, it can be calculated that the accuracy of
the quantitative assessment model of IT operation and
maintenance operation risk based on the digital twin model
was 35.9% higher than that of the traditional quantitative
assessment model of IT operation and maintenance oper-
ation. It can be seen that the quantitative assessment model
of IT operation and maintenance operation risk built by the
digital twin model has greatly improved the efficiency of the
daily work of IT operation and maintenance staff.

6. Conclusions

With the continuous development of computer emerging
technologies and the increasing complexity of enterprise IT
business department systems, IT operations and mainte-
nance are rapidly changing. At the same time, digital twin
technology, as an important technology for realizing digital
transformation, has always been concerned by many in-
dustries. At present, it has moved from the theoretical re-
search stage to the application stage. )rough the combined
interaction of virtual and reality closed-loop, model prob-
lems such as monitoring, simulation, prediction, and op-
timization are realized.)is paper constructed a quantitative
assessment model of IT operation and maintenance oper-
ation risk based on the digital twin model. )is model
optimized the shortcomings of low final result accuracy and
low efficiency in the traditional IT operation and mainte-
nance operational risk quantification model. In addition, the
model can be used forever after being built once. It is
convenient for maintenance personnel to update and iterate
the model and save a lot of modeling costs for enterprises.
Finally, this paper compared the traditional quantitative
assessment model of IT operation and maintenance oper-
ation risk with the quantitative assessment model of IT
operation and maintenance operation risk based on the
digital twin model, which can make the algorithm
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optimization effect easier to understand. How to carry out
effective and scientific risk quantitative assessment not only
requires the progress of theoretical models, but it also re-
quires massive basic data models as the cornerstone. )ese
“cornerstones” should be one of the long-term works that
every enterprise continuously explores and accumulates.
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